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INTRODUCTION:

E-governance is more than just a government website on the Internet. The strategic objective

of e-governance is to support and simplify governance for all parties; government, citizens

and businesses. The use of ICTs can connect all three parties and support processes and

activities. In other words, in e-governance electronic means support and stimulate good

governance. Therefore, the objectives of e-governance are similar to the objectives of good

governance. Good governance can be seen as an exercise of economic, political, and

administrative authority to better manage affairs of a country at all levels. It is not difficult

for people in developed countries to imagine a situation in which all interaction with

government can be done through one counter 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, without waiting

in lines. However to achieve this same level of efficiency and flexibility for developing

countries is going to be difficult. The experience in developed countries shows that this is

possible if governments are willing to decentralize responsibilities and processes, and if they

start to use electronic means.

E-Governance is the application of information and communication technologies to

transform the efficiency, effectiveness, transparency and accountability of informational and

transactional exchanges with in government, between govt. and govt. agencies of National,

State, Municipal and Local levels, citizen and businesses, and to empower citizens through

access and use of information. E-Governance is an instrument of the Information Society in

the form of governance principles, strategies, systems and tools that enable the use of ICTs

(Information and Communication Technologies) in mutual interactions between and among

the key members of the society; state, citizens, and businesses. For governments, the more

overt motivation to shift from manual processes to IT-enabled processes may be increased

efficiency in administration and service delivery, but this shift can be conceived as a

worthwhile investment with potential for returns.

The three main benefited user groups that can be distinguished in e-governance

concepts are government, citizens and businesses. E-Governance is the use of information

and communication technologies to support good governance. The most common interactions

in e-governance are Government to Citizens (G2C), Citizens to Government (C2G),

Government to Businesses (G2B) and Government to Government (G2G). The various

interactions in e-governance are presented schematically in the figure.
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NEED OF E-GOVERNANCE:

Odisha state is attempting to revitalize their public administration and make it more

proactive, efficient, transparent and especially more service oriented. In this context, the

appropriate use of ICT plays a crucial role in advancing the goals of the public sector and in

contributing towards an environment of social and economic growth. E-Governance can

support significantly the process of trans-formation of the government towards a leaner, more

cost effective government. It can facilitate communication and improve the coordination of

authorities at different tiers of government, within organizations and even at the departmental

level. Further, e-Government can enhance the speed and efficiency of operations by

streamlining processes, lowering costs, improving research capabilities and improving

documentation and record-keeping.

Odisha has recognized Information Technology (IT) as an effective tool in catalyzing

the economic activity, in efficient governance and in developing human resource. They have,

therefore, made significant investments in it and successfully integrated it with the

development process, thereby reaping the benefits to their society. In Odisha also these

developments have impacted the industrial, education, service and Government sectors and

their departments (IT, RD, Works & Water Resources) in the first phase with the support of

NIC, New Delhi. Influence on various applications is increasingly being felt of late. As the

era of digital economy is evolving, the concept of governance has assumed significant

importance.

ODISHA E-GOVERNANCE PLAN:

Keeping in line with the increased thrust on e-governance across the country, the state also

took initiatives to computerise various departments, which started in mid 80’s with a few
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isolated initiatives. But since year 2000 the state has taken up state wide planned initiatives,

which includes policies, infra- structure and software application development specifically to

create an ICT enabling environment to enable citizen centric service delivery. In the year

2004 the government came out with the Information Technology and ITeS Policy. The e-

governance roadmap of Odisha was released on 14th June 2006 by the Hon’ble Chief

Minister, which compromised of governance vision, governance strategy and blue print and

capacity buildingroad map.

E-GOVERNANCE INFRASTRUCTURE

Project Monitoring Unit (PMU) Cell:

A PMU cell has been constituted in R and DM Department to monitor different revenue cases

at Tahasil. Also it has developed in house help desk software for redressal of grievances.
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State Wide Area Network (SWAN):

The Government had approved the Scheme for establishing State Wide Area Networks

(SWANs). Under this Scheme, technical and financial assistance are being provided up to the

Block level via District/ sub-Divisional Headquarters, in a vertical hierarchical structure with

a minimum bandwidth capacity of 2 Mbps per link.

SWAN is envisaged as the converged backbone network for data, voice and video

communications throughout a State/UT with the following salient features:

 One PoP at each State / District / Block Headquarter

 Each PoP has Configurable Aggregation Equipment to enable vertical & horizontal

connectivity Gateway to NICNET (National Backbone) for Inter-State connectivity.

 State/ NIC would receive discounted price for BSNL BW cost (MoU signed).

Common Services Centres:

The CSC is a strategic cornerstone to introduce e-governance on a massive scale. A highlight

of the CSCs is that it will offer web-enabled e-governance services in rural areas, including

application forms, certificates, and utility payments. Government aims to cover villages in the

ratio one CSC per six villages under national e-governance plans.

PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES TAKEN IN THE FIELD OF E-GOVERNANCE BY

THE REVENUE AND DM DEPARTMENT:

 E-Registration

 E-District

 Bhulekh

 Bhunaksha

 Online Mutation

 E-Despatch

 RCCMS (revenue court case monitoring system)

 CCMS (court case monitoring sytem)

 Online MTA (online saltamami)

 DWIST (tahasil wise information)

 DMS (document management system)

 25 point parameter
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 16 point parameter

 Social media (facebook and twitter)

 Digital Counselling of ORS officers for postings on their recruitment.

 ORTPS daily bulletin

 DigiLocker

E-Registration:

Registration is a major public Service delivered by R & DM Department, Government of

Odisha. It includes registration of all types of instrument, registration of societies, Partnership

firms and administration of duties related to stamp and stamp duty including court fees. The

e-Registration project is a comprehensive project of automation and transformation of all 187

Registration offices across the state have been undertaken by the Department.

Key Features o E-Dharani:

 Benchmark Valuation configuration of more than 5 crore plots & automated

property valuation. Capturing of Digital Photo and Biometric Fingerprints of

parties (executants & claimants) and identifier.

 Maintenance of all records in integrated digital form in a central repository – First

time in the Country.

 SMS Intimation.

 Capacity Building of Govt. Employees.

 Digitization of Legacy Records (Registered Deeds) of last 14 Years.

 STQC Certification for Security.
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 Issuance of online Certified Copy of registered documents & Encumbrance

Certificates. Automated Transmission of Form No- 3 from DSR/SR to concerned

Tahasil office for initiation of Mutation cases.

ORTPS Daily Bulletin:

Odisha Right to Public Services Act, 2012 in Odisha is an exemplary initiative by the State

Government to check corruption in public service delivery. The law enables the citizens to

demand public services as a right and also includes a provision for penal action against

officials failing to provide the services within the stipulated time.The idea is to generate a

demand for services, and to provide citizens with a platform for getting their grievances

redressed in a time bound manner.
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E-District:

The project aims at providing support to the basic administrative unit i.e. "District

Administration" to enable content development of G2C services, which would optimally

leverage and utilize the three infrastructure pillars, the State Wide Area Network (SWAN) for

connectivity, State Data Centre (SDC) for secure and fail safe data storage, and Common

Service Centres (CSCs) as the primary front-ends for service delivery to deliver services to

the citizens at their doorstep.The e-district portal involves integrated and seamless delivery of

citizen services by district administration through automation of workflow, back end

digitization, integration and process redesigning across participating sections/departments for

providing services in a most efficient manner to the citizens.

One major service that has been disposed under Odisha government through E-District is

issuance of:

1. Miscellaneous certificates(income, residence, guardianship, solvency,legal heir)

2. Caste certificates(such as SC,ST,OBC,SEBC)

3. Certified copy of RoR.
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Bhulekh:

The land record web portal is known as “Bhulekh” in Odisha. This is primarily for public for

viewing their record of rights and the map. The textual content of the Land records are

available in Bhulekh.It is a representation of Digitization of Land Record data in

comprehensive and precise manner .Anybody from anywhere can get access to Land Data for

the state by selecting DWIST, Tahasil and Mouza from the drop down menu available. It is

available in both Odia and English language. It is developed and maintained by NIC as well

as OCAC Odisha division

Objectives:

1. Provisioning of textual and map information of land records to the public.

2. Anyone may view the record from anywhere in the world.

3. Odia language is used for accessibility by wider population.

4. Linking of land records data with other application.

Features:

1. Citizens can view their RoR on the web at anytime and anywhere.

2. Easy availability of certified copy of RoR.
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3. Real-estate developer, research scholars, financial institutions get accessibility from

the database and use the information for their specific purpose.

4. Helps government locate industrialisationof projects.
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Bhunaksha:

Bhunaksha is the online version of the Cadastral map which are corrected corresponding to

the trace map attached to the case record for various revenue cases such as mutation, OLR,

Lease cases, Encroachment etc. Which are field updated by amins. Now with the help of

bhunaksha one can be able to digitize the whole map online and no offline correction needs to

be done.

Online Mutation:

Land Record Management System (LRMS) is popularly known as e- Mutation. Online

Mutation of property has been rolled out in all 317 Tahasils in the state. As soon as the

document gets registered, the same would be scanned by the sub registrar concerned and sent

to the Tahasil concerned and it would be processed without any further application. Also,

SMS facility has been introduced to intimate the title holder about the status of the document.

The online methodology will eliminate the delay in the process besides making it transparent.

Separate provision has been made in the software for documents that have already been

registered, but the mutation is yet to be completed. For such cases the applicant can submit

the application at Tahasil with Single Window Operator (SWO).
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Acts/Rules/Executive Instructions:

The Orissa Survey and Settlement Act 1958:

This is the primary act dealing with correction of RoR and map.

The Orissa Mutation manual:The Orissa Mutation manual is a set of exhaustive

procedures/instructions for any mutation proceeding and such procedures are to be

scrupulously observed. The rolling out of online mutation does not change the procedural

aspect except that work flow will be automated and Case record is digitised. Further,

Government in Revenue and Disaster Management Department has planned to amend certain

provision of the manual to suit the need of the hour.

Objectives:

 To bring faster, accuracy, transparency and correctness in updating Records of Rights.
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The process flow of online mutation is as follows:

E-Despatch:The Objective of e-Despatch is to ensure instant communication of the

Government letters without making any changes to the Government rules as laid down in the

Records Manual. All departments of Government of Odisha is using this application and

transaction in tune of more than 1 lakh every year. 400+ training and re-training programs for
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more than 20,000 Govt. employees have been carried out from the date of project

implementation.

Revenue Court Case Monitoring System:

The mutation cases along with appeal cases are handled in RCCMS. The database contains

all the revenue case details. The processing stages and final disposal status are made available

to the public.

Objectives:

1. Daily cause list available in RCCMS and DWIST.

2. The applicants know the status of the case.

3. Final order of the case will be available.

Features:

1. Captures all the case details.

2. The cases of LRMS automatically flow to RCCMS.

3. Public get intimation about the status of the case
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Court Case Monitoring System:
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Automation of Manual of Tahasil Accounts:To accomplish the Revenue works correctly,

many registers are being maintained in Tahasil and Revenue Inspector’s office. One of the

major activities of this department is revenue collection. The Revenue Inspector collects the

revenue and deposit to the concerned government account. The Manual of Tahasil Accounts

is for maintenance of error free registers and reconciliation if any error occurs in the system.

Online Saltamami:It is the process where the accounting of the DCB or demand collection

and balance of different LEDGERS of RI and Tahasil offices has to be done at the end of the

year.This is to be done online by the Automation of MTA or Onlinesaltamami.

Dynamic Web Information System for Tahasils:DWIST is for entering data into the

individual Tehsils and updating day to day activities as well as the 25 parameters into the

dashboard for proper review at various quarters of the government.With the help of DWIST a

person will be able to track his own case using the case no and Date.On opening the DWIST

site for public it shows all information ranging from PIO,APIO,Tahasil info etc.
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Document Management System:A Document management System (DMS) is a digitally

storage and retrieval system introduced for online storage and retrieval of the records,

indexing of data and images etc.
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Objectives:

1. Preservation of Tahasil Case records in computer.

2. Scanned soft copy of the document is stored in computer system.

3. Meta data storage of records for intelligent search facilities.

4. Easy retrieval of soft and hard copies of the Tahasil records.

5. Maintenance of flow of case records for court cases.

Features:

1. Role based access for Data Entry Operator

2. The flow of document to courts and their movement is recorded in the software.

3. Easily certified copy would be given to the citizens.

4. Different MIS report could be generated.

Process flow of DMS.
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25 Point Parameter for Tahasils:

16 Point Parameter for SR/DSR office:
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Social Media (Facebook and Twitter):
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CONCLUSION:

E-Governance has been responsible for the progression in technology of developing countries

and in this context Odisha has implemented some good projects in the state. The goal of E-

governance is the ability to access and interact with the world on an even plain. No state

should be left behind when it comes to being able to communicate with one another. Without

e-governance, developing countries will be left behind when it comes to technology because

almost every day, ICT technologies are advancing and changing. Developing countries now

have the opportunity to better themselves through electronics and make their society be more

advanced and more efficient than ever before. Some of these core principles of e-Governance

include a clear understanding and appreciation of the objectives to be achieved, making

governance reforms rather than ICT the key focus for these projects, a step-by-step approach

to maximum outcomes and benefits, complete re-engineering of government systems and

procedures, constant monitoring and evaluation, and use of local languages for ensuring

citizen-friendly interface.
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